LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH DELAYS. EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS, GROWTH, AND COMPACTNESS UNDER NATURAL CARATHEODORY
can be proved in the usual way.
It seems to us that these conditions are somewhat artificial; most especially (1.1), which imposes on F a "narrowness" in its dependence on v that appears little justified. A bit less artificial is the requirement that the right-hand side of (1.2) depend precisely on u , rather than merely being independent of u away from [t-h,t], a distinction that might -under measurability conditions that preclude pointwise verification of (1.2) -be significant a priori. We therefore believe it useful to investigate how much of the theory will remain if "natural Caratheodory conditions 11 are imposed.
By "natural Caratheodory conditions" we mean, beyond the linearity and the non-dependence on the future, merely the requirement that the derivative be equated to a locally integrable function, plus the weakest possible local boundedness condition on the dependence of this locally integrable function on the presumptive solution. For greater generality, we consider functions defined for all time, past and future, and delays that may be unbounded; in Section 5 we demonstrate the reduction of a more conventional situation to a special case of this one.
We thus assume given a "memory" M, a linear mapping transforming continuous functions into locally integrable ones in such a way that Proof. Denote the right-hand side of (3.3) by k-(a,b) . Since obviously k (a,b) ^ k-(a,b), and since t H» k (a,t) is isotone by (3,2), it will be enough to prove this: for every number k < k-(a,b)
there exists t, a < t < b, such that k (a,t) ^ k.
Let such a number k be given; we may choose a fixed u e £ in the former case). We therefore assume that 0 < k (a,b) < oo and set p = 2n~ k (a,b), so that 0 < p < «. 
Let w € K(E) be given. Suppose that w and w agree on ]-oo^b] (hence w agrees with 0 on ]-»,a]); then Mw and Mw also agree on ]-°°,b] . Let t € [a,b] be given; then t e [a -,a ]
for some index k, 1 ^ k ^ n; from (4.9) and the assumptions on the y. we f ind we note that this inequality holds for every positive integer n > 2k n .
CARNEIIE-MEUfli IKlVERSfTY

Theorem. Let M b£ a memory satisfying (M Q ) . For every a € R there are linear mappings P(a) : K(E) -• K(E) and Q(a) : L(E) -• K(E) such that for every v e K(E) and r e L(E):
( Proof. 1. We claim that the conclusion holds with n a = where n is an arbitrary fixed integer greater than 2||M ||.
We use the following temporary notation: if y e K(E) and t e R, we set Jy| = sup||y(s)|| % ».
2. Let a l ,b' G R ; 0<b t -a l ^ l ; and v e K(E), r e L(E) be given. 
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